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ABSTRACT

This research presents a simplified framework for the analysis of deployable trusses using
the concentrated strain approach and uses it to provide key insights into the many design
decisions to be made in the development of concentrated strain architectures. The framework
uses Euler Column Theory to derive closed form solutions to estimate truss performance. The
results are compared to a classical solution and shown to give similar results. A range of strut
and hinge hierarchy choices are considered. Trusses composed of solid rods with rectangular
flexures are shown to have significant axial and bending stiffness reductions due to the smaller
cross-sectional areas and lower modulus of the flexures. Trusses composed of tubes are less
sensitive to this because the flexure cross-sectional area does not dramatically change from that
of the tube. A hinge material metric that properly weights flexure strain and modulus is presented
to provide a basis for the comparison and selection of proper hinge materials. However, based on
this metric, new materials with higher folding failure strain and higher modulus are needed.
Finally, a concentrated strain deployable truss of solid rods was designed, manufactured, and
tested. A truss performance index for column loading was used to compare this system with a
distributed strain ATK-ABLE GR1 coilable boom system and an articulated ATK-ABLE SRTM
boom system. It was demonstrated that the concentrated strain approach has the potential to
achieve a higher linear compaction ratio and truss performance index for mass efficient
deployable trusses than the distributed strain approach and the articulated approach.

